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NO DRESS CODE
A NEW PARTY, A NEW STYLE, A NEW SOUND EVERY MONTH
BY VERONICA COOPER • PHOTOGRAPHS BY AARON LEE FINEMAN

PARTY: Rock 'n' Rollerskate, once a month
PLACE: OfficeOps in Williamsburg, Brooklyn
NEW FRIENDS: Todd & Co., Tracee, Josh, Donna A. look-alike, Jed and Jenny, Max and Enrique
THE SOUNDRACK: Caged roller-rock by Fort Ancient and the Natural History; interstitial DJs spinning Abba, "Difficult Fun" by the Slits, Fela Kuti jams and shoot-the-duck balladry by Serge Gainsbourg
THE LOOKS: Fishnet unitards, Love's Baby Soft wholesomeness, pin-happy twee belles, argyle 'n' Izod prep-a-porter, Capezio dreams, Sergio Valente redux, on-the-go painter caps, young moms on parade, Josh Hartnett heart-stoppers, James Iha withdrawal.
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